The paper presents and discusses measurements of the proton spin T x relaxation dispersion over a broad frequency range (100 Hz-300 MHz) in the micellar, hexagonal, cubic and lamellar phases of lyotropic potassium-laurate water mixtures. The results clearly show that in the anisotropic phases (hexagonal, lamellar) 7", at low Larmor frequencies is dominated by liquid crystalline order fluctuations, whereas this relaxation mechanism is negligible or absent in the isotropic phases (micellar, cubic). At medium and high Larmor frequencies the relaxation reflects rotational and translational molecular motions. Using theoretical models from the literature for the three kinds of reorientations the observed frequency and temperature dependences of T\ can be described quantitatively. In contrast to the order fluctuation mechanism the rotational and translational reorientations of individual molecules depend only weakly on the mesogenic structure. The order fluctuation contribution is strongest for the lamellar phase.
Introduction
Though the molecular organization and motion in there exist smectic-type order fluctuations [5] , in the second case this cooperative process is absent or negligible. As a consequence the high-frequency relaxation dispersion (10 MHz-300 MHz) has a much more complex meaning than previously concluded in the literature [1] , It reflects both rotational and translational molecular reorientations, which differ only slightly in time scale for all considered liquid crystalline structures. 
Experimental Techniques and Results

Sample Preparation
NMR Apparatus
The shown measurements of the longitudinal proton relaxation time T, as a function of Larmor Measurements at frequencies lower than approximately 300 Hz revealed a surprisingly large experimental scatter because of difficulties to compensate the earth's field exactly and to avoid fields from eddy currents; they will not be considered in this paper. Fig. 1 . T\ proton spin relaxation dispersion in the lyotropic phases of potassium-laurate D 2 0 mixtures at 70 °C. The water component was adjusted to 83 wt% for the micellar phase, to 50 wt% for the hexagonal phase, to 36 wt% for the cubic phase, and to 28 wt% for the lamellar phase. The full lines are curve fits of (2) using the model parameters listed in Table 2 . 
Results
Discussion and Conclusions
The Model
By 
where the three contributions l/r10F, 1/^iRot an d
L/^ISD differ characteristically by their Larmor frequency and temperature dependences. Table 1 summarizes the details of Eq. (1) anisotropy of the self-diffusion constant in liquid crystals is surprisingly small, where data are available, and its effect on 7", was unobservable so far [12] .
The mathematical relations listed in Table 1 demonstrate why measurements of the relaxation dispersion are essential in order of study molecular 
Curve Fitting
The theoretical curves drawn in Figs. 1, 3 and 4
were calculated by evaluating the expressions of Table 1 (2) and (3) to the temperature dependent measurements shown in Figure 3 . Right: Lamellar phase, low frequency regime. Left: Lamellar phase, high frequency regime. The temperature axes are linear in l/,9. Note from the extensions of the calculations to temperatures below the proper mesophase range (top) that the relaxation minima due to molecular rotations and self-diffusion are observable only at very high Larmor frequencies, where the maximum relaxation rates shift to higher temperatures. In contrast to conclusions in the literature [3] the process responsible for the T, minimum detectable near 100 MHz is the slow molecular tumbling about the short axis (Rot ± ) and not the much faster selfdiffusion (SD). For details see text. Table 2 . Model parameters obtained by curve fits of (2) 
Interpretation
On the basis of Charvolin's pioneering work [3] our analysis demonstrates that the motionally induced proton spin relaxation in a simple binary lyotropic system can be interpreted quantitatively.
Two aspects of the model fit by means of three kinds of molecular motions are of particular importance:
(i) The slow reorientation in the lamellar and hexagonal phase is a cooperative mechanism, namely a thermally generated overdamped oscillation of the director field (director order fluctuations). This process is more effective in the lamellar than in the hexagonal phase, and it is completely absent in the cubic and micellar phase where the director is not defined.
(ii) The translational and rotational reorientations of individual molecules depend only weakly on the mesogenic structure. Most obvious are the increased activation barriers in the micellar sample.
What do we learn from the related numbers in Table 2 isotropic viscous surrounding this ratio should be only 19.9 [18] . The microscopic anisotropy is also seen by the unlike activation energies, E ± > E |, which means that r ± /r further increases at smaller temperatures.
The self-diffusion term, characterized in Table 2 by the amplitude factor C = Mo 4 n =6DZ ,, has been measured independently [12] , and because (ii) the proton spin density Np can be estimated reliably from the number of protons per molecule, the molecular length and the area of polar head groups [3, 19] . This distance is slightly less than the short diameter of the molecular ellipsoid and hence reasonable for the closest approach of two effective spins positioned at the centre of neighbouring molecules. Refinements of the self-diffusion model for the micellar state by Zumer et al. [20] , which take into account translationally induced molecular rotations and thus involve a more complex reorientation time constant r,, could not be analysed with the available experimental data due to the presence of the dominating competing relaxation process. However, the results for r, and E, in Table 2 clearly indicate that selfdiffusion in the micellar phase is more strongly hindered and the jumping time is somewhat slower than in all other states.
